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Energy Point

Key Words

Meaning

Sun

Primary Drive

Energy of Life

Moon

Soul Path

Feelings in Life

Mercury

Way of Communicating

Intellect in Life

Venus

Way of Relating

Connection to Others in Life

Mars

Way of Wanting

Desire in Life

Jupiter

Way of Expanding

Exploration in Life

Saturn

Way of Accomplishing

Structure and Limitations in Life

Uranus

Way of Awakening

Epiphanies in Life

Neptune

Way of Surrendering and Dreaming

Mystery in Life

Pluto

Way of Transforming

Chaos of Life

Chiron

Way of Wounding and Healing

Struggle of Life

Ceres

Way of Gathering

Necessities of Life

Juno

Way of Sacrificing (Duty)

Responsibilities to Others in Life

Vesta

Way of Hearth and Home

Place of Sanctuary in Life

North Node

Way of Soul Growth

Purpose in Life

South Node

Way of the Worn Path

Habits to Release in Life

Ascendant

Way of Presenting

What You Offer Others in Life

Descendant

Way of Partnering

What You Need from Others in
Life
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INTERPRETATIONS – Based on Sign/House/Aspects

These are not “canned” explanations based on simple data of sign and house, but rather organic
interpretations based on professional review of the whole chart.

SUN (the Self/Life Path):
Your life path unfolds as a healing communicator who relies on mastery of knowledge that is
tied to a duty or commitment to spiritual insight that you access to serve your community. You
need to be able to establish reliable boundaries as you have past lives where you gave too much
to community and were helpful to others to your own detriment. You will continually negotiate
between analytical fairness and emotional nurturing.
MOON (the Inner Self/Soul):
Your soul path seeks fairness and uses analysis as a tool of service to help others for your
material gain in your day-to-day work. This energy is tied to your spiritual growth as a “shining
star” and the energy should be based on your individual gifts rather than what other experts and
institutions offer about the same knowledge or how they recommend using the skills. You can
be especially guided to help people navigate difficulties in their various relationships.
ASCENDANT (the Encountered Self/What You Show):
You bring stability and grounding (foundation) to your relationships. You have stabilizing and
persistent energy that helps others grow and expand, like fertile soil. You make any place you
occupy for a length of time into a home.
DESCENDANT (the Seeking Self/What You Need from Others):
You seek intense and transformative partners who know how to navigate deep emotional
waters or express/project power out into the world. You can make powerful people more
powerful.
MERCURY (Your Way of Communicating):
You are deeply in tune with the emotional matrix of your life and everyone around you. Your
intense sensitivity is especially attuned to intense spiritual matters in various kinds of
relationships (friendship, romance, and family) and the wounds people experience from their
community and culture. You have a gift to guide people to practical and creative solutions.
VENUS (Who You Attract and Are Attracted To):
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You have a playful and inquisitive way of relating to others that can be a very helpful and
reliable way to get your needs met with the willing and generous help of people who get to
know you. An element of critical observation that informs all your interactions can challenge
partners, friends, and romances without overwhelming or breaking them.
MARS (How You are Driven/How You Express Your Desire):
Your passion is playful and enjoys giving and receiving physical touch, especially sensual or
sexual contact. But intimacy needs considerable mental stimulation as well as physical
stimulation. You prefer not to rush or be rushed and want the best from your many and various
experiences and pursuits.
JUPITER (How You Shine and Expand):
You expand through an unconventional profession and in a potentially indirect way, not as a
direct leader, but by affecting powerful community leaders and business people. You are a deep
well that feeds water over a great area but has a limited access point.
SATURN (How You Structure Yourself and Take Responsibility):
You satisfy your safety urge by becoming a master of a body of knowledge or wisdom (or
several) that others will compensate you well for, once they learn of your skill and wisdom. This
energy expresses from a very personal, identity driven place that can challenge some of the
strong, selfless nurturing energy you can too easily offer to others.
CHIRON (Your Wound to Heal):
Your wounding and healing energy is tied to the spiritual and emotional needs of your
community and the world at large. You can see deeply into the trouble and trauma of
relationships and give voice to others’ pain and need for healing. This energy guides you to offer
practical wisdom to people’s problems.
CERES (How You are Nourished):
You are nourished by the home you create, sustain, and increase. Ceres merges with Vesta and
your Ascendant, so your identity is bound up in the home and the home you make with your
partner and family. The stronger the “walls”, the deeper the “roots”, the richer the “soil”, the
more nourished you will feel. Debt, financial instability, general persistent chaos are extremely
unpleasant and uncomfortable for you and will not be tolerated.
VESTA (How You Feel and Make Home):
Your home is your foundation and a foundation for others. The home is you and you are the
home. It also needs to reflect your unique personal vision, which may struggle to manifest due
to very real limits in time or expenses or availability of the resources you prefer (and your
unwillingness to settle/compromise).
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JUNO (How You Commit/Your Pattern of Interaction and Duty):
You feel a strong sense of duty to the wider world and your community, and when people get
wind of your nurturing energy they quickly want to attach and find you available for them. Even
so, setting clear boundaries and promoting yourself selfishly are needed to prevent being taken
advantage of on a regular basis as part of a karmic pattern.
NORTH NODE (Your Spiritual Stretch Goal):
You are striving to be the heroine of your journey and shine forth in the world because of your
individual accomplishments. Learning to be the leader of your family will also be part of your
significant spiritual growth. You have chosen for the family experience to be revolutionary,
unconventional, and boundary breaking. You receive support in your efforts by having a strong
sense of fairness and the ability to analyze situations and people rather than be swept up in
emotions. Your natural desire to be a supportive partner can hamper the natural flow of this
energy without staunching it. You will need a partner that wants to see you shine in what you
seek most to put out into the world.
SOUTH NODE (Your Spiritual Burden and Comfort Zone):
Everyone wants to be your friend and have you as a part of their community because you are
someone that makes any group better, more interesting, and more dynamic. However, these
involvements will often take you off course and trap your energy, which has other, better, and
more important work that is supposed to be put out into the world individually. Your best
strategy to move away from this “habit” is to visit, but not join organizations and institutions.
Your naturally helpful and nurturing life path energy will respond quickly to any expressed need
and you may find yourself deep in a situation before you fully understand what a group or
organization is wanting from you, which will always be more than you want or should give. The
same fairness energy that helps with your North Node also helps with your South. Once you
realize that involvement in a group is going to drain you, you can exit gracefully and without
hard feelings from the group or institution.
URANUS (How You are Awakened and Awaken Others):
You express your freedom urge through your creativity and awaken yourself and others through
your creative actions and creations, which are tied to your spiritual stretch goal in this life time
(which is to stand out and be a “star”). You are here to break boundaries in areas that are
considered “out-of-bounds” already and to do so because it is you alone who can (and not as a
product of an institution or member of a group).
NEPTUNE (Your Spirituality and Personal Mystery):
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You are part of a generation whose spiritual work is tied to profound transformation. For you
this work will take place in relationships as the transforming partner. You will likely find yourself
“called” to help people through significant emotional change.
PLUTO (How You Transform and Invite Others to Transform You):
You are part of a generation who brings change through practical efforts which show up in the
expression of your creativity. Working in some practical problem-solving way will help you in
your role as a healer for your community. You will be quite passionate about creative work,
your own and the work of others. You likely have strong, and particular, tastes.
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